Deploying and managing content objects efficiently is critical for building a scalable and transparent content delivery system. This paper investigates the advanced incremental deploying problem of which the objects are delivered in a successive manner. Recently, the researchers show that the minimum-cost content deployment can be obtained by reducing the problem to the well-known network flow problem. In this paper, the maximum flow algorithm for a single graph is extended to the incremental growing graph. Based on this extension, an efficient incremental content deployment algorithm is developed in this work. key words: content delivery network, incremental algorithm, maximum flow
Introduction
In a content delivery system, a service provider is a host responsible for distributing content objects to the client machines. Intrinsically, an object can be delivered via a direct network transmission. However, with such a naive approach, an object has to be entirely retransmitted even if only a small change has been made.
In many Internet applications, it is useful to enhance the performance of content delivery by involving client-side computations. For example, transcoding operation [1] , [2] is a client-side computation to construct an object based on its predecessors. The total cost of deploying a set of content objects can be reduced by taking the trade-off between direct transmission and client-side transcoding. In [1] , the content delivering problem is modeled as a combinatorial optimization problem which can be transformed to the wellknown network flow problem [3] - [8] . Based on this trams formation, the optimal content deployment strategy can be efficiently obtained by using the existing network flow algorithms [1] , [9] , [10] .
Due to the diversity of Internet applications, it would be desirable to provide an efficient way of incrementally deploying the content objects between clients and servers over networks. For example, in an e-learning system, usually a user accesses the course content in an incremental man- ner, according to the learning progress, instead of accessing the entire course content at one shot. In this paper, we study the incremental content object deployment problem. We first introduce the notion of incremental flow networks, which is a sequence of incrementally growing flow networks (N 1 , N 2 , · · · , N k ). Then, we show that an incremental content object deployment problem can be efficiently solved by using our new incremental maximum flow algorithm. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we define the basic and incremental content delivery problems. Section 3 discusses the maximum flow algorithms. Section 4 discusses our incremental content deployment algorithms. Finally, experimental results and conclusions are discussed in Sect. 5 and 6.
Problem Definition

Basic Content Deployment Problem
A service provider (also referred to as a server) is a network host that maintains the content database and handles the requests issued by the clients (i.e. users) over Internet. We assume that the content database is built by a digital content manager and is given ahead of processing time. Also, it is assumed that some directory service is provided to facilitate clients to explore and contact the service provider.
The content database is modeled as an ODG (object dependency graph) G = (U, F, I, J, net, comp), where each a ∈ U refers to a content object (or, simply, object) and each link (a, b) ∈ F refers to the dependency relation from object a to b [1] . We assume that the dependency relation induced by F is acyclic. In the ODG G, I is the set of initial objects which have no predecessor in the graph. Also, J is the set of objects which are designated as the target objects to be delivered to the client host. Note that I ⊂ U and J ⊂ U.
For each object a in G, there are two costs associated with it: the cost of transmitting object a from the server to the client, denoted by net(a), and the cost of transcoding object a from all of its predecessors, denoted by comp(a).
Content Deployment
Upon receiving a request for accessing target objects J, the server calculates a strategy called content deployment for deploying the target objects. Let U N and U C refer to the sets of objects that are deployed via network transmission and Copyright c 2010 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers client-side computation, respectively. Also, let U O refer to the objects that are not deployed. A content deployment is a partition (U O , U N , U C ) on ODG G = (U, F, I, J, net, comp) that satisfies the following properties:
• All the target objects must be deployed, i.e. J ⊆ {U N ∪ U C }.
• If an object is deployed via a client-side computation, then all of its predecessors must be also deployed to the client. That is, for all b ∈ U and (a,
, is the one with the minimum cost among all the feasible content deployments. The notion of ODG provides a generic framework for interpreting various Internet applications. Consider the example demonstrated in Fig. 1 regarding to an e-book of programming language. The server owns the original copies of content objects of the e-book, all are stored in XML format. According to the ODG problem model, a target object, say X, can be delivered from the server to a client via directly transmission. The cost net(X) refers to the transmission cost of object X. According to the problem model, the target X can also be delivered via client-side computation. If this strategy is adopted, the server delivers the predecessor documents of X (in XML format) and the XML transformation script of X. Then, the client computes document X by executing the XML transformation script. The cost comp(X) refers to the time required to perform the XML transformation script for generating object X.
In the example demonstrated in Fig. 1 , the e-book contains three computer language topics, data type, flow control, and function, each with three types of objects, Content, Display, and Quiz. A Content object represents the knowledge of a topic which essentially can not be derived from other objects. Thus, their comp costs are set to ∞, as shown in the figure. Moreover, their net costs should be set proportional to the object size as well as the network bandwidth to reflect the transmission costs.
In Fig. 1 , a Quiz object represents the learning assessment document, and a Display object represents the Content object in HTML-format to be rendered in client-side Web browsers. In ODG, a link from node X to Y means that a portion of Y can be derived from X. For example, the link from Display1 to Display3 in Fig. 1 indicates that some parts in lesson data type can be reused in lesson function (e.g. issues about parameter passing). Consider the scenario that a user is intended to access Display3 object (topic function in the e-book) via his/her Web browser. According to the structure of ODG, Display3 objects can be directly delivered or can be computed from the predecessor objects, Content3, Quiz3, and Display1 objects. In the first strategy is adopted, Display3 object in HTML format is delivered. On the other hand, if the second strategy is adopted, the XML transformation script for Display3 object as well as the predecessor's documents must be made available to the client.
Incremental Content Deployment Problem
In many Internet applications, one may query the content object database in an incremental order, instead of access randomly. For example, in the above-mentioned e-book application, the user usually accesses the topics in the order of data type, flow control, function. A sequence of requests with such properties is called incremental and is formally defined in this subsection.
For an ODG G, if there is a path from object a to object b in G, denote it by a ≺ b. (Note that a ≺ b implies that b ⊀ a since the graph G is acyclic.) Let A ⊆ U be a set of objects. The set of all objects with paths to (or from) at least one member in A are called the upstream objects of A and referred to by P(A) (or the downstream objects of A, referred to by S(A)). For two object sets A and B, A ≺ B if and only if every object in A is the upstream of some object in B, that is, P(A) ⊂ P(B) and S(B) ⊂ S(A). An illustration is shown Fig. 2 .
A sequence of ODGs (
, is incremental if these graphs are all the same except that the target sets are evolved in an successive manner. Formally, (
Furthermore, we assume that the target object sets are strictly incremental, that is, direct edge between P(J i ) and S(J i ) is not allowed. The minimum incremental content deployment problem is to find the minimum content deployment for each member graph
Incremental Maximum Flow Algorithms
This section briefly reviews the maximum flow algorithm [4] and explains its relationship to the incremental maximum flow algorithm. Readers may reference [4] for the minor details of the preflow algorithms.
Flow Network
A flow network N = (V, E, S , T, cap) is a five tuple in which (V, E) is a directed graph where each edge (u, v) ∈ E is associated with the non-negative capacity cap (u, v) . In the flow network, S ⊂ V are designated as source vertices and T ⊂ V are designated as sink vertices. A source (or sink) vertex only has outgoing (or incoming) edges.
A flow f of N is a function from edges to non-negative values which represents the units of flow been sent from the sources to the sinks without exceeding the edge capacities. Formally, f is a flow on N if and only if the following properties are satisfied † :
where
A cut of flow network N is a partition (X, Y) on the vertices of N such that all the source nodes are in X-part and all the sink nodes are in Y-part. The cost of cut C = (X, Y) is defined as cost(C) = ∀(u,v),u∈X,v∈Y cap (u, v) . Note that the only the edges from X to Y contribute their capacities to the cut cost (while those reversed edges from Y to X are excluded). The minimum cut of N, referred to by MinCut(N), is the one with the minimum cost among all cuts of N. Ford and Fulkerson prove the following max-flow-min-cut theorem [3] . Theorem 3.1: Given a flow network, its maximum flow value and minimum cut cost are equal.
Generic Preflow Algorithm
A preflow f on a flow network is a flow except that the total flow into a non-source non-sink vertex u can exceed that out of u. Namely, for all u ∈ V \ {S ∪ T }, IN(u) ≥ OUT (u). The difference between the total flow into and out of u is called the excess flow and denoted by ex(u)
units of flow can be sent via edge (u, v) without violating the capacity constraint. For the preflow f defined on a network N = (V, E, S , T, cap), the graph induced by the residual edges is called a residual network and is defined as
A path in the residual graph is called a residual path. Ford and Fulkerson [3] proved Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.2 ([3]):
A preflow f is a maximum flow of network N if and only if there is no residual path from sources to sinks on N.
In order to maintain the preflow efficiently, a labeling function d is used to estimate how close the vertices are to the sinks. For a network
Hereinafter, let n and m denote the number of vertices and edges of N, respectively. The generic preflow algorithm [4] is a class of maximum flow algorithms that maintain a preflow and work by repeatedly choosing active vertices and sending excess flows along residual paths towards sinks. Until no residual path can be found in the flow network, based on Theorem 3.2, the preflow becomes a maximum flow. The generic preflow algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
Multiple-Sink Flow Network
In order to develop our new incremental algorithms, flow network with multiple sinks is needed. Suppose that N = (V, E, S , T = {t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t k }, cap), k ≥ 1, is a single-source multi-sink flow network to be solved. In [5] , it has been shown that N can be transformed to a single-sink network • Select an active vertex u among the non-source non-sink vertices in N.
• (PushRelabel) Choose and apply one of the following applicable operation on u:
Applicable: If v is active and for every residual edge
by adding a super sink t and ∞-capacity edges to connect each of t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t k to t. In the above transformation, all the flow in original sinks t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t k can be sent to the super sink t via the ∞-capacity edge. Conversely, the flow entering the super sink t must be emitted from the original sinks. Thus, clearly,
for any flow f on the network. Thus, the total flow enters the sinks t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t k is the same as that enters t. In this paper, we do not incur the extra super sink, instead, we simply manipulate t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t k as sink node in a way the same as that in the original Goldberg-Tarjan's preflow algorithm [4] .
Abstraction of Generic Preflow Algorithm
In this subsection, we provide a high-level abstraction for the flow network algorithms. The abstraction is helpful on developing the incremental algorithms.
In the generic preflow algorithm, after performing a push/relabel operation, the state of the data structures changes, as defined as follows.
Definition 3.1:
A state q with respect to a flow network N is a three tuple q = (N, f, d) , where f is a preflow and d is a labeling function.
An execution of generic preflow algorithm can be represented as an operation-state sequence
where q i is the state immediately after applying i-th operation op i , and L is the total number of operations performed. The first q 0 and last q L refer to the state before and after executing all the L operations. Hereinafter, such sequence I is called a preflow instance (or simply instance) of generic preflow algorithm. A segment in a preflow instance is called a sub-instance. An instance
The generic preflow algorithm provides us with a very useful guideline: the push/relabel operations can be selected and executed in the arbitrary order without violating the applicable conditions. Lemma 3.1 summarizes this properties. 
Hereinafter, let \ be the set minus operator. For two sets S and S , define that S \ S = {a | a ∈ S and a S }. The preflow algorithm selects the active vertices from non-source non-sink nodes in the flow network.
where W = T i \ T i+1 refers to the nodes that are sinks in N i but turn to non-sinks in N i+1 .
To illustrate the state transition of the vertices in active areas, let us inspect the active area A 2 of network N 2 shown in Fig. 3 (b)(c) . The set A 2 is partitioned as A 2 = A 2 ∪ A 2 , where A 2 = A 1 and A 2 = A 2 \ A 1 . Since A 1 ⊆ A 2 , the partition A 2 ∪A 2 is mutually exclusive. When selecting the active vertices, those vertices in A 2 are preferentially considered (see sub-figure (b)). The set A 2 is considered only when no active vertices is presented in A 2 (see sub-figure (c)). Intuitively, since A 2 = A 1 , this strategy allows the computations in stage 1 (for N 1 ) to be reused in stage 2.
Lemma 3.2 proves that in the incremental maximum flow problem, the computations in stage i can be fully reused in the next stage i + 1.
Lemma 3.2:
Assume that (N 1 , N 2 , · · · , N k ) is a sequence of single-source multi-sink flow networks. For each pair of consecutive N i and N i+1 , 1 ≤ i < k, there is an preflow instance I for N i and instance I for N i+1 such that I is a prefix of I .
Proof.
Let
) is a preflow instance that finds the maximum flow on N i . Based on I, we can construct the following sub-instance
for N i+1 , where for each j, operation op j is the same as that in I, and state
According to Eq. (2), N i+1 has larger active area than
The partition is mutually exclusive because A i ⊂ A i+1 . Since N i+1 and N i have exactly the same graph structure and edge costs, the fact that I is a preflow instance (for N i ) manipulating active vertices in A i implies that I is a valid preflow sub-instance manipulating the vertices in A i+1 = A i for N i+1 .
From Lemma 3.1, executing the sub-instance I leads to a valid state q L on N i+1 . Starting from state q L , we can apply push/relabel operations, until no active vertices can be found. Let
be the sequence of operations applied after q L . The concatenance of I and I forms a preflow instance for network N i+1 . Also, I is a prefix of the concatenated sequence because I and I have the same operation sequence. Thus the N 1 , N 2 , · · · , N k is the same as that to solve the last problem over N k . As shown in [4] , the generic preflow runs in O(n 2 m) time, where n and m are the number of vertices and edges, respectively.
Content Deployment Algorithms
Basic Content Deployment Algorithm
The basic content deployment problem is to find an optimal way to delivery a set of target objects. When deploying, some objects are useless and can be disregarded to speedup the calculation. For example, observing the ODG in Fig. 4 , if J = {4, 5} is the target then each object in {6, 7, 8} is neither itself a target object nor an upstream of any target object. Clearly, such objects can be disregarded when deploying the target objects. Formally, in an ODG G = (U, F, I, J, net, comp), the target objects as well as their upstream objects (i.e. P(J)∪ J) are called useful objects, and those downstream objects of J (i.e. S(J)) are called useless objects.
A basic content object deployment problem can be solved by reducing it to the flow network problem. The reduction is described in Algorithm 3 and explained below. Note that the reduction is simplified from that in [1] but with some extension for the incremental properties.
An illustration of the reduction is shown in Fig. 4 . Let 
based on the following mapping: F, I , J, net, comp) be an ODG and let N be the flow network reduced from G by invoking Algorithm 3. Hereinafter, a cut in N without cutting any ∞-cost edges is called a feasible cut. Clearly, a minimum cut must be feasible. For each pair of nodes (a begin , a end ) in N, there are only three cases the nodes are partitioned by a feasible cut C = (X, Y), as described follows:
M1 (a begin ∈ X and a end ∈ X): For this case, a ∈ U O and no cost is contributed to the cut cost. M2 (a begin ∈ X and a end ∈ Y): For this case, a ∈ U N and the value cap(a begin , a end ) = net(a) is contributed to the cut cost. M3 (a begin ∈ Y and a end ∈ Y): For this case, a ∈ U C and the value cap(s, a begin ) = comp(a) is contributed to the cut cost.
Note that the case (a begin ∈ Y and a end ∈ X) can not happen since if so the reverse edge (a end , a begin ), with capacity ∞, will be cut, which contradicts to that C is feasible. An example of rules M1-M3 is illustrated in Fig. 4 . In sub-figure (a), objects 2, 3, 5 are in U N , based on rule M2, their corresponding edges (2 b , 2 e ), (3 b , 3 e ), (5 b , 5 e ) are cut by C in figure (b) . Thus, cost net(2) + net(3) + net(5) is added to the cut cost. Also, objects 4 are in U C , based on rule M3, the corresponding nodes 4 b , 4 e are located in the right-handside of cut C. Thus, cost comp(4) is added to the cut cost. The useless objects {6, 7, 8} are disregarded.
Lemma 4.1:
Let G be an ODG without useless objects, and let N be the reduced flow network of G. Then,
cost(MinC(N)) = cost(MinD(G)).
Proof. The condition holds based on the mapping rules M1-M3 [1] . The details of proof are ignored in this paper.
Incremental Content Deployment Algorithm
Now we are ready to discuss our incremental content deployment algorithm, which is simply a composition of the non-incremental algorithm. The incremental algorithm is described as follows:
Step 2, every useless object is assigned to the set U C in D i (according to rule M3). However, useless objects are supposed to be non-deployed. In order to obtain a correct solution, directly moving the useless objects from
Different with the previous non-incremental algorithm which simply disregards useless objects (see Lemma 4.1), the useless objects are invloved in the above incremental algorithm.
When reducing ODG G i to the flow network N i , each object a in G i is transformed to two vertices {a begin , a end } in N i . For an object set B in G i , let V begin (B) = {a begin | a ∈ B} and V end (B) = {a end | a ∈ B} be the vertices in N i transformed from objects in B. Also, let V(B) = V begin (B) ∪ V end (B) . Recall that in the ODG G i , P(J i ) ∪ J i refers to the useful objects while S(J i ) refers to the useless objects. Mapping to the flow network
where s is the source node, and Figure 5 gives an intuitive illustration. In the figure, the targets for ODGs G 2 and G 3 , are J 2 = {4, 5} and J 3 = {6, 7}. Also, useless objects are S(J 2 ) = {6, 7, 8} and S(J 3 ) = {8}. Note that useless objects {6, 7} in G 2 turn to useful in G 3 . Mapping to the flow networks, T 2 = {4e, 5e} ∪ {6b, 6e, 7b, 7e, 8b, 8e} and T 3 = {6e, 7e} ∪ {8b, 8e}. This implies that sinks {4e, 5e, 6b, 7b} in N 2 turns to non-sink in N 3 and confirms that N 2 and N 3 are incremental. Lemma 4.2 proves the above property formally. F, I, J i+1 , net, comp) . Since G i and G i+1 are strictly incremental, the condition J i ≺ J i+1 holds and implies that S(J i+1 ) ⊂ S(J i ) and P(J i ) ⊂ P(J i+1 ). This further implies that {J i+1 ∪ S(J i+1 )} ⊂ {J i ∪ S(J i )} (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 5) . Therefore, the incremental property of (N 1 , N 2 , · · · , N k ) can be established based on Eq. (3):
Proof.
Consider two consecutive ODGs
Next, Lemma 4.3 shows the correctness of above incremental algorithm. comp, net) and N i = (V, E, {s}, T i , cap). Let G i be the ODG the same as G i but excluding the useless objects, and let N i be the reduced flow network of G i . Analogously, N i is the same as N i but excluding the vertices corresponding to the useless objects and their incident edges. Based on Lemma 4.1, the following condition holds
The main task of this proof is to examine the effect of involving useless objects in G i and N i . An edge in N i is called a trivial edge if it directly connects the source and a sink in the network. Clearly, the following property holds for this kind of edges: P1 Every cut of N i must cut all the trivial edges. Consequently, the minimum cut value of N i is equal to the minimum cut value of N plus value h, where N is a flow network the same as N i but excluding the trivial edges, and h is the sum of costs of trivial edges. 
Experimental Results
In this section we discuss the experimental results of applying our incremental technique to the flow network problems. Our experiments aim to examine the correctness and performance of the incremental techniques for various types of graphs. In the experimentation, the sets of weighted directed acyclic graphs, each with 10000 nodes, are generated randomly, based on following rules. Each node in a graph is numbered with an unique id. The initial node is number with 0. The edges are added to the graph iteratively. When adding a new edge (u, v), the start node u is chosen randomly from those nodes reachable form the initial node, and the end node v is chosen from those nodes with id larger than u's id. By employing this rule we obtain acyclic and connected graphs.
In an ODG, an object a with net(a) ≤ comp(a) is called a predetermined object. Clearly, predetermined objects must be deployed via directly network transmission regardless of the status of other objects. Let α be the ratio of the number of predetermined objects to the total number of objects in ODGs. We examine how α value affects the performance of the incremental algorithm. In the experimentation, three α values (25%, 50%, and 75%) are tested. Figure 6 plots the experimental results in terms of the incremental technique and the ratio of predetermined objects in the ODG. In the figure, the Y axis represents the execution time of the program, while the X axis represents the stage number of the incremental algorithm. Each measured value 6 Experimental results for α = 25%, α = 50%, and α = 75%, where α is the ratio of the number of predetermined objects to the total number of objects in ODG. For each α value, a pair of curves for the results with and without the incremental technique are plotted and marked with 'inc' and 'non-inc', respectively. on Y axis is obtained by taking an average on 100 execution results. As shown in Fig. 6 , the incremental technique obviously improves the performance since the operations in the earlier stages can all be reused. The experimental result also shows that the incremental technique gains greater benefits from ODGs with low α value. The effect of incremental technique degenerates as α increases because high α value indicates high ratio of predetermined objects in ODG and no combinatorial optimization calculation is required for predetermined objects (they have only one optimal deploying policy i.e. directly network transmission).
Discussion
In this paper, the maximum flow problem for a single graph is extended to an incremental growing graph. This work shows that the time complexity of deriving k maximum flow values of incremental graphs N 1 , N 2 , · · · , N k is no more than that of the single graph N k . Based on this result, this work develops the incremental content object deployment algorithm. The experimental results show that our incremental techniques dramatically improve the performance of the object deployment algorithm. In this paper, the incremental technique only works for strictly incremental graphs with static costs, extending the technique to non-strictly incremental graphs and dynamic costs will be the future works. 
